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Abstract
We suggest a novel algorithm that tracks given
shapes in real-time from a low quality video stream. The
algorithm is based on a careful selection of a small subset of pixels, that suffices to obtain an approximation of
the observed shape. The shape can then be extracted
quickly from the small subset. We implemented the algorithm in a system for mutual localization of a group
of low-cost toy-quadcopters. Each quadcopter carries
only a single 8-gram RGB camera, and stabilizes itself
via real-time tracking of the other quadcopters in ∼ 30
frames per second.
Existing algorithms for real-time shape fitting are
based on more expensive hardware, external cameras,
or have significantly worse performance. We provide
full open source to our algorithm, experimental results,
benchmarks, and video that demonstrates our system.
We then discuss generalizations to other shapes, and
extensions for more robotics applications.

and on-line stores such as Amazon. Moreover, they are
usually legal, relatively low-cost ($20-$50), and safe
for indoor navigation. However, the lack of sensors
makes them extremely unstable, and requires ∼ 30 remote controller commands per second for a stable hovering, which is impossible for a human.
Most of the existing solutions for control and navigation of vehicles are based on external sensors such
as cameras, GPS and radars. However, for autonomous
vehicles such as toy-quadcopters, these solutions are expensive, heavy, large and demand some mechanical stabilization mechanism. Sensors such as GPS cannot be
carried by such quadcopters, but even for larger quadcopters, we aim for an error of at most few centimeters,
and indoor robots that lack GPS support.

Motivation. The problem of shape fitting into a set
of points is fundamental in computer vision and image
processing, with many applications in robotics. It became an integral part of our everyday life, including:
Safety activities such as tracking objects or people [1,2],
recognition of barriers and obstacles for autonomous
vehicles [3,4], identification of markers for guiding and
navigation implementation by robots [5, 6], automatic
inspection of manufactured products [7], eye tracking
for robot-human communication [8, 9] and many more.
These systems raise the needs of a robust, accurate
and very fast algorithms for shape fitting, which is the
recognition of known geometric shapes in an image.
While there are many potential applications for
real-time shape fitting, this paper was specifically motivated by the application of mutual localization in a
swarm of toy quadcopters, which require update rate of
about 30 FPS (frames per second).
In recent years, such toy micro quadcopters are extremely common and easy to purchase in supermarkets

Example applications and IoT. Our main motivation
was mutual real-time stabilization, but we expect that
our open system will be used and extended for many
other real-time applications for robots and devices that
need tracking algorithms that are based on or want to
use a single weak low-weight noisy RGB-camera. Examples include real-time tracking of people or objects,
visual SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping),
autonomous cars or crawler robots, for indoor operation, GPS denied environment and many more. In particular, IoT (Internet of Things) applications usually run
on such weak, lightweight, and low-cost devices and
mini-computers that e.g. can be carried by toy drones
or are wearable by a human; see survey of such applications in [10]. For example, the 8-gram camera that is
used by our system with its tiny battery can be used as
a wearable device or part of it, and our algorithm may
be extended for real-time tracking, e.g., for sports activities. Our quadcopters are also controlled by a minicomputer that is common in IoT applications. See “Arduino” in the hardware section.
While there are many other solutions for these applications, our algorithm specialized in real-time shape
fitting with performance and quality that we were not
able to achieve with existing results for our following
application.
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Localization of quadcopters via quadcopters. We
demonstrate our algorithm with a system for localiza-

1. Introduction

tion of a swarm of quadcopters, where each quadcopter
carries only a (monocular) low-weight (few grams)
camera. To avoid collision, maintain formation, or just
to hover in the sky when there are no visual markers
around, each quadcopter may localize itself by using
only other surrounding quadcopters. This is maybe similar to flocking behavior of birds, where each bird positions itself based on other birds. To simplify the detection, we attach a balloon to each quadcopter; see Fig. 1
and our video [11]. This system, as the other applications above, raises the following problem of robust
real-time shape fitting.
The localization problem is then reduced to the following visual pattern recognition problem.
Figure 1: A snapshot from the experiment in our lab,
where quadcopters hover based on mutual tracking of
other quadcopters. The leftmost quadcopter positions
itself based on the middle quadcopter, which in turn localizes itself via the last quadcopter which is assumed
to be relatively stable.

Problem statement. The basic problem definition of
Circle Detection is to compute a circle that best fits a
collection of pixels in an image and reduces the sum
of distances between the circle to each of the points in
the collection. Moreover, we aim to detect such a moving circle in a real-time video. The algorithm thus gets
as input a real-time video stream at frame rate of up to
roughly 500 FPS. Each image is assumed to contain a
circle, but also to be noisy, unstable, and to have an unknown background. The output of the algorithm is a
stream of estimated position of circles, where each circle (radius and center) corresponds to a frame in the input stream. the main challenge is to handle these output
rates but still obtain the desired accuracy.
Novel technique: real-time match-set. Instead of
trying to develop a new algorithm from scratch, our approach is to first carefully select a very small set of pixels in the image, called matched-set. This set represents
the original (full) set of pixels in the sense that running
a simple and fast algorithm on the matched set yields a

result (approximated shape) that is similar to the resulting circle that we get by running the algorithm on the
original image (full set of pixels). Furthermore, an advantage of our algorithm is that we can extract the shape
even if parts of the shape are missing or obscured. Since
the main algorithm is run only on the matched-set, our
main algorithm has running time that is sub-linear in
the input size.
In theory, the cost for using this data summarization
approach is that we get only an approximated solution
to the desired shape. In practice, the resulting shape is
even more similar to the ground truth, i.e., the shape in
the real-world, since the matched set also avoids the selection of outliers and noisy pixels. The main challenge
in this paper is to compute such a matched set that we
can (a) track in real-time, and (b) get sufficiently accurate and fast approximation for our application.
Another common disadvantage of existing algorithms such as [12, 13] is that they are unstable: the
output circles are too far from each other in each iteration. Our algorithm outputs in each frame a circle that
is close to the previous detected circle, so that the position and size of the detected circles are relatively stable
and consistent.
Generalizations and extension to other shapes. For
simplification, we present our algorithm and the
matched-set paradigm for detecting circles. However,
our algorithm is relatively generic and can easily be
adopted for other convex shapes. More precisely, there
are two requirements for our algorithm: (1) each shape
in the desired family of shapes has small complexity in
the sense that it can be described by a small number
of parameters. This size of the matched-set is approximately linear with this number, and (2) a “black box”
algorithm that fits a non-noisy small matched set (subset) to a given image.
Our main contributions are as follows.
1. An algorithm for real-time circle detection in a
streaming video of a rate of up to 500 FPS.
2. Experimental results on both synthetic and real
data, as well as comparison to state of the art algorithms.
3. A system for mutual tracking of toy quadcopters
using our algorithm. Each quadcopter carries only
an 8-gram monocular RGB camera and a balloon.
Related work. Detection of circular objects in digital
images is an important and recurring problem in image
processing [14] and computer vision [15]. In [16], the
authors describe the process and the challenge of shape
fitting such as unsterile environment, background noise
and outliers. Most of the circle detection algorithms

are based on the well known Circle Hough transform
(CHT) [17, 18], or geometric characteristics. The purpose of these techniques is to find circles in imperfect
image inputs. The circle candidates are produced by
voting in the Hough parameter space and then select the
local maxima in a so-called accumulator matrix. The
main drawback of these techniques is their running time
complexity which is usually linear while sub-linear time
algorithms are needed. Moreover, since we deal with
corrupted images, the CHT technique is able to detect
different parts of circle from different area of the balloon for each image, and therefore the algorithm outputs
a circle that moves in a non-continuous form (circles in
consecutive frames may be very far from each other).
Cuevas et al. [19] present Learning Automata (LA),
which is a heuristic method to solve complex multimodal optimization problems. The detection process is
considered as a multi-modal optimization problem, allowing the detection of multiple circular shapes through
only one optimization procedure.
Akinlar and Topal [13] present an algorithm that
makes use of the contiguous (connected) set of edge
segments produced by there edge drawing parameter
free (EDPF) algorithm. They suggest an algorithm with
time complexity of O(n2 ) for such an image.
In [20], Zhou et al. present a new circular object detection method based on geometric property and
polynomial fitting in polar coordinates instead of implementing it in Cartesian coordinates. It is tailored for
2-Dimension (2D) LIDAR data.
Zhang, Wiklund and Andersson [21] provide a circle detection algorithm based on randomized sampling
of isosceles triangles (ITs), that provides distinctive
probability distribution for circular shapes with a low
amount of iterations. Although they introduced an accurate and robust detection at sharp images, it does not
handle corrupted and moving images.
Zhou and He [22] propose a modified version of
Hough Transform, called Vector Quantization (VQHT),
to detect circles more efficiently, by decompose the
edges in the image into many subimages, then, the edge
points resided in each sub-image are considered as one
circle candidate group.
In [23], the authors introduce ChromaTag, a colored fiducial marker and detection algorithm that accomplish detection within 1.4 millisecond.
Overview. In Section 2 we present and describe our
circle detection algorithm. Section 3 explains how to
obtain localization from the streaming circles using few
formulas. Section 4 presents our real-time system for
autonomous group of toy-quadcopters. Section 5 shows
experimental results using our algorithm, and measures
its accuracy and running time compared to other algo-

rithms. Section 6 concludes our work.

2. Circle Detection Algorithm
In this section we present our main circle detection
algorithm. It aims to quickly detect a circle while overcoming noise that might occur due to hidden objects,
image corruptions, light distortion, distorted shapes and
other types of noise that are common in a video stream
from an RGB camera that is mounted on an unstable
device such as a hovering quadcopter.
The algorithm first identifies a small subset of
points, called matched-set, which represents an existing
circle. Then, it matches each point in this match-set to
a point in the new image. Finally, it extracts and output
the new circle from the “clean” matched set in the new
image, based on a naive and fast algorithm.
Notation. The set {1, · · · , n} is denoted by [n]. An
image M ∈ {0, 1}n×n is a binary matrix. For every
(x, y, r) ∈ R3 , we denote by C(x, y, r) the circle of radius r on the plane that is centered at pC := (x, y). for
convenience we define C(x, y, r) := C(pc , r). A point
(x, y) ∈ [n]2 is white if the (x, y)-entry of M is 1, and
black otherwise.
The points on the boundary of the fitted circle are
called edge-points. The expected width of the circle (its
margin) is denoted by ∂ > 0. We denote by ∇ > 0 the
threshold that defines the required difference between
black area and white area. These parameters are defined based on the expected type of noise and robustness
of our algorithm. Larger margins and high threshold
will allow the algorithm to be more robust to outliers,
noise, blurring etc. but will result in a larger matched set
and thus slower computation time. Smaller margins and
threshold assume less noise and will result in a smaller
and accurate matched-set.
Each edge is also associated with its orientation or
direction dir ∈ directions = {right, le f t, upper, lower}.
Formally, for a point p = (x, y) ∈ [n]2 , we define
I(p, ∂ , dir) to be the set of white points in M of distance
at most ∂ in the direction dir from p = (x, y) as follows.
I(p, ∂ , dir) = { (x0 , y0 ) ∈ [n]2 | M(x0 , y0 ) = 1, and
 0

0

 x0 ∈ [x, x + ∂ ], y = y0 if dir = right, 



(1)
x ∈ [x − ∂ , x], y = y if dir = le f t,
}.
0
0
x = x , y ∈ [y − ∂ , y] if dir = upper, 





x = x0 , y0 ∈ [y, y + ∂ ] if dir = lower
For ∇ > 0 and ∂ > 0, the point p is called rightedge if |I(p, ∂ , le f t)| − |I(p, ∂ , right)| > ∇ and we denote the union of all right-edges in M over p ∈ [n]2
by E(M)right . Similarly, in a symmetric way, we denote by E(M)le f t , E(M)upper and E(M)lower respectively the union sets of the left-edges, upper-edges and

lower-edges.
Their union of edge points is E(M) =

E(M)right ∪ E(M)le f t ∪ E(M)upper ∪ E(M)lower . An
example for right-edge points with the parameters ∇ =
0.1 and ∂ = 6 is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: Illustration for edge points detection.

For a circle C(x, y, r), an edge-points set E(M) and
a threshold ε ∈ (0, 1), we denote by E(M,C) the edgepoints which are approximately on the circle, i.e., of
distance r ± ε from the center (x, y). In Fig. 3a the set
E(M,C) is marked in black. Formally,
E(M,C) =

e ∈ E(M) | ke − (x, y)k ∈ [r − ε, r + ε]

(2)

.

We define the set of arc-segments for a point p as
the collection of edge-points such that their black area
side is closer to point p then the white area. In Fig. 3b
the set A(M, p) is marked in black. Formally,
A(M, p) =
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e ∈ {E(M)le f t ∪ E(M)lower }
if p is above and right to point e,
e ∈ {E(M)right ∪ E(M)lower }
if p is above and left to point e,
e ∈ {E(M)le f t ∪ E(M)upper }
if p is below and right to point e,
e ∈ {E(M)right ∪ E(M)upper }
if p is below and left to point e














Let s1 , s2 , s3 ∈ S(M,C) represents three match
points of the circle match-set.
We denote by
C ENTER (s1 , s2 , s3 ) the center point of the circumscribed
circle related to points s1 , s2 and s3 . Let T be a set
of points. We denote by AVERAGE C ENTER (T ) the
middle point (x, y) of all points in T . We denote
by D ISTANCE ( pa , pb ) the Euclidean distance between
points pa and pb . We denote by C LOSEST P OINT (p, A)
the closest point from the set A to a point p.
Overview of Algorithm 1: circle detection. The circle detection algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, continuously detects circles over a video stream. The detection is based on the matched-set as defined in (4),
which represents the edge-points on the detected circle
that is computed in Algorithm 2. For each frame we
then apply Algorithm 3 that tracks those edge-points in
the new frame to extract the desired circle by a naive
algorithm that estimates a circle from non-noisy data.
In Algorithm 1, the ith iteration corresponds to the ith
image, for every i ≥ 1.
Algorithm 1: C IRCLE D ETECTION
Input: A stream of images M0 , M1 · · · ∈ [n]2 .
Output: A stream of circles C0 ,C1 , . . . ∈ R2 .
1
2

3
4
5

.

(3)













Let C be a circle, and Pc denotes its center. The matchset of C is the union of edge-points such that each edgepoint is also in an arc segments of the circle C. In Fig. 3c
the match-set S(M,C) is marked in black. Formally,
S(M,C) = {E(M,C) ∩ A(M, pC )}.
(4)
Figure 3: (a) E(M,C) - An edge-points set that lies on
the boundary of the circle C. (b) A(M, p) - arc segments
set of the point p. (c) S(M,C) - match-set of C.

Overview of Algorithm 2: initialization. In Line 1
we identify all the edge-points in the image as defined
in (2); see Fig. 4b. In Lines 2– 5, we extract a circle in
a way that is similar to the CHT algorithm; see Fig. 4c.
In Line 6, we identify the circle match-set union; see
Fig. 4d.
Algorithm 2: I NIT C IRCLE (M)
Input: An image M ∈ [n]2 .
Output: A circle C0 , and a match-set S0 .

1
2

3
4
5

6

(a)

(b)

(c)

/* Circle initialization
*/
Set (C0 , S) ←I NIT C IRCLE (M0 )
Output C0
/* Iterative tracking over
stream frames.
*/
for i ← 0 to ∞ do
Set (Ci , S) ← T RACK C IRCLE ((Mi , S,Ci−1 ))
Output Ci

7

/* Detect edges; See Fig.
4b.
*/
Set E ← union of edge-points in M ; See ( 2)
Set C0 ← C(0, 0, 0)
// Identify circle; See Fig. 4c.
for each (x, y, r) ∈ [n]3 do
if |S(M,C(x, y, r))| > |S(M,C0 )| then
Set C0 ← C(x, y, r)
/* Compute match-set.
*/
Set S0 ← S(M,C0 ) ; See (4)
Output C0 , S0

Overview of Algorithm 3: tracking. In Line 1 we fit
each point on the circle match-set to one of the edgepoints; see Fig. 4e. The fitting technique ensures that
each of the selected edge-points represents a real segment arc that belongs to the new circle. This enables us,
in Lines 3– 6, to approximate an accurate new circle via
analytic solution, while using some technique to eliminate outliers and improve our detection; see Fig. 4f. In
Line 7, we update the match-set according to the new
detected circle for the next iteration; see Fig. 4d. Finally, in Line 8, we output the detected circle. For simplicity, we removed validation parts from the algorithm
e.g., division by 0.
Algorithm 3: T RACK C IRCLE (M, H, R)

1
2

3

4
5
6

7
8

Table 1: Running time per frame in a streaming video.
Algorithm
EDCircles [13]
GRCD-R [24]
Isophote [25]
ITCiD [21]
PolynomialFitting [20]
AR Aristo platform [26]
RuneTag [27]
AprilTag [28]
ChromaTag [23]
Algorithm 1

Detection time
(millisecond)
9.9
52
20.5
15.7
16.9
16.6
51
19
1.4
0.9

Input: An image M ∈ [n]2 , a match-set H, and a circle R.
Output: A circle C0 and a match-set S0 .
the tracking algorithm is the sum over the time for the
0
match-set fitting, line 1, circle calculating, line 3, and
Set H ← 0/
the match-set updating, line 7, that run on a small sub/* Fit match-set; See Fig. 4e */
set of points (match-set). The matche set is of size O(n)
for each h ∈ H do
0
0
since this is the size (number of pixels) of a circle in
Set H ← H ∪ {ClosestPoint(h, A(M, pR )}
an n × n grid of pixels. Hence, the total running time
See (3)
complexity of the algorithm (excluding initialization) is
// Calculate circle; See Fig. 4f
O(n), i.e., sub-linear in the input image size O(n2 ).
Set
T
=

Table 1 compares the actual running time of our
Center(h03i , h03i+1 , h03i+2 ) | h0 ∈ H 0 , i ∈ 0, 1, 2, ..., n3
algorithm
with existing solutions.
Set pc ← AverageCenter(T )
∑ 0

0

Distance(p ,h0 )

c
Set r ← h ∈H |H 0 |
Set C0 ← C(pc , r)
// Update match-set; See Fig. 4d
Set S0 ← {h0 ∈ H 0 | kh0 − pc k ∈ [r − 1, r + 1]}
Output (C0 , S0 )

Figure 4: Procedure snapshots. (a) Input image; (b)
Detect edges; (c) Identify circle; (d) Identify match-set;
(e) Fit match-set; (f) Calculate circle.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Run-time analysis. Algorithm 1 includes an initialization part; see Algorithm 2, and iterative tracking part;
see Algorithm 3. Hence, the running time is dominated by the tracking algorithm. The running time of

3. Localization via Circle Fitting
Localization of an object based on other two known
objects, i.e, 6 degrees of freedoms (6DOF, position and
orientation) can be computed via the following simple
formulas. The approach is based on a visual perception
technique, parallax [29], which computes the position
of an object based on the appearance in the image of the
two observed objects (size and position).
The two referenced objects may be represented by
a ball (or its center) and a marker on the shell of the ball;
see Fig. 5 and Eq. (5)– (9). These equations are based
on the input parameters BR (the radius of the ball), β
(the camera’s field of view) and n (the number of pixels
per row). The rest of the parameters are the circle solutions that computed by Algorithm 1, denoted by CB and
CP , respectively, for the blue ball and the purple marker
circles. For convenience, we denote by Cx ,Cy and Cr
the circle parameters.
Figure 5: Geometric scheme for relative position.

distance =

n
2

· BR
 
CrB · tan β2

π 2 · distance · arcsin
side =



CxP −CxB
CrB

(5)


(6)

2
π 2 · distance · arcsin

height =



CyP −CyB
CrB



2

q
heading = distance2 − side2 − height2
CxB − 2n
yaw = arctan
distance


(7)

(8)


(9)

4. System:Quadcopter Tracks Quadcopter
We implemented our algorithm and then designed
and built a system to evaluate its performance for our
application. The goal is to allow each quadcopter in
a swarm of quadcopters to localize itself, via a single
monocular camera and a marked balloon that is attached
to each quadcopter. Unlike other papers, we assume that
there are no external visual markers except the other
quadcopters. Each quadcopter tries to keep a stable
hovering solely based on the other quadcopters, independently of the background, or environment.
The resulting 6DOF of each quadcopter are being
sent to its controller. The controller computes the desired corrections to fix the quadcopter in place. The resulting commands are then sent to the remote controller
of the quadcopter. A rate of roughly 30 FPS is needed
to keep the quadcopter in place.
Our system suggests the first step toward such an
autonomous swarm of quadcopters, based on Algorithm 1.
The setup. The system consists of three quadcopters.
The first quadcopter is equipped with a tiny camera that
is pointed toward the second quadcopter. The first quadcopter positions itself in real-time only using the second
quadcopter. Similarly, the camera on the second quadcopter is pointed toward the third quadcopter, which is
used to localize the second quadcopter. Finally, the third
quacopter is hanged by a swinging rope to the ceiling.
Hardware. The following is a list of the used hardware in our system.
3x Toy quadcopters. Each quadcopter has no positioning sensors, weigh only 100 grams, costs less than
$50, and thus relatively safe and low-cost but unstable.
See [30].

2x Monecular camera. Two out of the three quadcopters are equipped with a monocular RGB analog
camera, and weigh only 8 grams, including internal
video transmitter. It transmits 30 RGB FPS in PAL coding and resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. See [31].
2x Video receivers. Analog video receivers, each receives data from a different channel of a different TX
camera.
2x Analog to Digital converter. This converter is connected to the video receiver and converts its analog
video to a digital video that is being sent to the laptop
below via USB 2.0 connection; see [32].
2x Laptops. The streaming input video is processed by
Algorithm 1 that is run on a standard laptop. The output is a stream of commands that are sent to an Arduino
board below. We use Intelr 4810MQ, 2.8 GHz CPU.
See [33].
2x Arduino mini-boards. Each board gets a stream of
serial I/O commands from the laptop and sends them to
the remote controller of the quadcopter. See [34].
2x Remote controllers. These controllers are shipped
with the SYMA quadcopters. We reverse engineered
their protocols and therefore can send commands from
the Arduino boards, instead of a human, in about 30
FPS.
2x balloons. Each balloon is blue with a purple small
ball marker in its center. It is carried by a quadcopter
and is used to localize the other quadcopters.
Processes and data flow. The rate of sending control
commands to our autonomous toy-quadcopter must be
of at least 30 FPS, even just to make sure that the quadcopters will not get crashed to the walls. The following pipe-line is computed independently for each of the
quadcopters that are equipped with a camera.
(1) Capture the real-time video using the analog
video receivers.
(2) Apply color filtering for (a) blue and purple, to
detect the balloons; see Fig. 6a. (b) Only purple filtering, for marker detection.
(3) Apply Algorithm 1 to detect the blue circle (balloon) in the current frame.
(4) Estimate the purple circle (marker) on the detected balloon from the previous step. We used Open
CV’s blob detector [12].
(5) Predict the position of the neighbor quadcopters
based on all detected circles, markers and the position
of them, e.g. purple marker inside blue circle represents
a neighbor quadcopter.
(6) Compute 6DOF of the observed quadcopter,
based on the detected balloon and marker, as explained
in Section 3.
(7) Compute the desired correction based on the
computed 6DOF. The correction are computed based

on relative positioning using its previous and current
6DOF via a standard PID controller [35].
(8) The correction commands are then sent to the
remote controller via the Arduino board that is connected to the laptop as describe in the “Hardware” paragraph. The result is an autonomous hovering of each
quadcopter, independently of the other quadcopters.

Figure 6: Experimental results; (a) A snapshot of a circle detection on the captured image; (b) Comparison of
calculated error; (c) Comparison of error histogram.

5. Experimental Results
We present experimental results on our system, for
few example experiments as shown on our companion
video [11].
We compared our results to existing implementations that were chosen by OpenCV for HoughCircle detection and BlobDetection. For each image frame, we
calculated the error of each of the algorithms as follow; For an exact circle C(x, y, r) and a detected circle
C∗ (x∗ , y∗ , r∗ ), we define
error = kx − x∗ k + ky − y∗ k + kr − r∗ k .

(a)

(10)

Fig. 6a shows the detected circle during the experiment,
which is marked by yellow. Fig. 6b shows a comparison
of the calculated error between the algorithms over 500
frames. Fig. 6c shows an histogram of the corresponding error.
The above results show an average error of 1.73
pixels using our algorithm compared to 8.02 pixels of
the OpenCV circle detection algorithms and 18.86 pixels of the OpenCV Blob detection. Moreover, the percentage of valid detection (i.e. error< 5) was 94.6%
with our algorithm while OpenCV succeeds detection
with less then 50%. Furthermore, we observed a trembling of 6.2 pixels with our algorithm, while OpenCV
algorithms observed with more then 15 pixels of detection trembling

(b)

6. Conclusion
We suggested a real-time accurate and robust algorithm to detect convex shapes, and demonstrated it
for detecting circle objects in digital images. The algorithm carefully selects a small subset of points (matchset) that approximates the desired shape, and track only
those points to allow sub-linear run-time. This novel
approach and selection significantly reduces the running time and therefore the process time for each frame.
Moreover, we show how our algorithm is robust to outliers and to other image disorders. We then compared it
to other state-of-the-art algorithms and showed that it is
the only one that is sufficiently fast for our application,
while still producing the desired approximation for our
system.
Further work is to apply our algorithm for other
shapes and other applications, as well as a swarm of
many quadcopters outside the lab. We hope that our

(c)

open code would encourage researchers to explore these
research directions.
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